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Information Services Division 

 

The Macquarie Group is one of the largest international providers of specialist investment, advisory and 
financial services headquartered in the Asia-Pacific region. For the past 15 years, Macquarie has reported 
record profits and consistent growth due to significant international expansion and now employs more than 
10,700 people across 24 countries. Macquarie has been active in Asia for over a decade, establishing our 
first office in Hong Kong in 1994. Today we have more than 1,700 professionals across 11 markets in Asia. 

Key to Macquarie’s success is a unique management style that provides individual businesses with a balance 
between operating freedom, controls on risk limits and observance of professional standards. This 
philosophy encourages a sense of ownership and entrepreneurial endeavour among our people and has 
produced a stream of major financial innovations throughout Macquarie’s history. 

The Information Services Division (ISD) is responsible for the management of Macquarie’s global technology 
infrastructure, the support and development of existing business systems, and the delivery and deployment 
of new systems, technologies and services. Each of Macquarie’s business Groups have a dedicated IT team 
partnering with them to understand the Group’s specific technology needs and to provide innovative and 
effective IT solutions.  
 
In Hong Kong, Singapore & Japan graduate opportunities exist within ISD across the following teams: 

• the Macquarie Securities Asia (MSA) Account team which provides technology support for the 
Macquarie Securities business across Asia;  

• the Equity Markets Group (EMG) Account team which delivers trading and risk management systems 
for the Equity Markets business;  

• the Alternative Strategies Division (ASD) Account team which develops and implements trading 
systems, electronic market interfaces, real time position-keeping systems and applications for 
presenting real-time market information; and 

• the Infrastructure Technology Services team which is responsible for the management and delivery 
of the Group’s technology infrastructure and comprises a number of technical specialist teams that 
provide constant support for mission-critical systems.  

In ISD, we seek high-calibre applicants from a range of disciplines, including computer science, computer 
and software engineering, information technology, engineering, maths, physics, and combined degrees. In 
addition to this, we look for: 
 

• high levels of motivation 
• above average analytical skills 
• excellent communication skills 
• the ability to get along with people 
• entrepreneurialism 
• creativity 
• a strong sense of discipline and ethics 

 

Applicants should also possess a strong interest in applying their technical knowledge within the financial 
services sector, as well as the desire to work as part of a successful team. 

 

To apply, please submit a covering letter, resume and academic transcripts as a single 
document to job number 365129 via our website at 

 www.macquarie.com/careers

Closing date: 31 October 2007, 5pm SE Asia Standard time 
 

http://www.macquarie.com/careers

